Multiple-Choices (30%)
1. By being a member of the club you can ___C___ many offers that non members
can only dream of getting.
A. believe
B. deceive
C. receive
D. proceed
2. Everyone ___B__ a vacation once in a while so that s/he can refresh and feel better
about her/his lives.
A. needing
B. needs
C. need
D. needed
3. Susan ___C___ the book on the coffee table but it was gone when she came back.
A. putted
B. putting
C. put
D. puts
4. John seems to be angry but _B_____ he is just joking around with her.
A. convincingly
B. actually
C. reliably
D. happily
5. The secretary was fired because he _A____ ever answered the phone.
A. barely
B. often
C. daily
D. voluntarily
6. Being depressed too often is known to ___C___ friendships.
A. ruins
B. ruined
C. ruin
D. ruining
7. Tom is an __B____ loud person who likes to yell in public places.
A. sadly
B. exceptionally
C. respectfully
D. artistically
8. This updated version of our chat software eliminates all the sound issues of the
___D___ version.
A. coming
B. future
C. better
D. previous
9. __B____ 150 people were killed in an air crash that happened in Nigeria, including
all crew members on board.
A. Estimate
B. An estimate of
C. Estimated
D. Estimating
10. The two high school students' funny performance on the street __D____ the
attention of all passersby.
A. paid
B. offered
C. made
D. drew
11. The speaker couldn't make himself __B____ clearly because there was too much
traffic nearby.
A. hear
B. heard
C. to hear
D hears
12. Frankly speaking, ___A___ your timely help, I could not have dealt with that
problem all by myself.
A. if it had not been for
B. if there were not for
C. if there had not been
for
D. if it were not for
13. To learn English certainly takes lots of time and effort, but it is quite a ___C___
experience.
A. troublesome
B. regretful
C. rewarding
D. grateful
14. Thank you very much. But ___B___ your timely help, I could not have achieved
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the mission.
A. by
B. for
C. about
D. at
15. The students spent many hours __D____ what they should do after graduating
from college.
A. to discuss
B. discusses
C. discussed
D. discussing
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